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The french revolution of 1830. 
Also known as the july revolution 
[revolution de juillet]

*French Revolution 
Of 1830 AD 



*History 

                          The act of restruturing in 
Europ after napolen’s defet. To becom 
pregant. The vienna congress ruled the contry 
of pune in pran louis. On the establishment of 
a unified state of government ruler to the 
designed. Did one emotive on a dis to make a 
declaration. According to it, the people in the 
nascent regime , Has been granted. Statutory 
totalitarianism in frence. Of theadvisory and 
bicameral assembly arrangements were made. 
Redeclaration letter of human rights. Was 
admitted. 



                             For the dethes of 188 his brother 
chals. The famous warrior who was always at home. 
The knuckle of the revolution was the last word. He 
believed in the doctrine of the divine right of the 
king. The children were a sleep. He used to say that 
“like a king of england. I prefer wood graze more 
then to rule shall do it.” To revisit the archnic order. 
It was all to easy to do. He was a storng concoquence 
of all greatness. The public counted as much as this 
new king aristoerat. People respected him equally. 
Actually charge the most reactionary fates of asham 
and feudal,churches. And his overwhelming partiality 
for the poorer classes prompted him. He brought up 
the statue of the revolution. 





*

1) The tenth was a typical quotation of the king. Knuckles of divine 
principle and the knuckles of human rights. He was against. She has 
pulsatig human expression on the got bnned. So not only did he, in the 
power of the church, began to reunite, discuss right to education was 
returned to pune anti catholic. The unwanted teachers were removed……

2) Chal’s dasham in the name of protecting the interests of the nobles. 
Compensation for the economic compensation incurred during the 
revolution. For huge sum of money. It’s fulfillment in the she national 
pledge rate of interest to 5 per cent plue 4 And made arrangements. 
Middle class from this function of government and Igave it to you.

3) Four ordinances were issued by chalse. Finally the feeling of 
incontinence reached it’s zenith. The ordinance was

�   The house of representatives was dissolved.

�   Freedom of presa was celebrated.

�   Voting rights have been restricted.

�   The meeting period is due.                    
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                      This ordinace created antagonism all 
round. About the school. Incresased concentration of 
chilren. He went away. This revolution was achieved 
by the leader of the age-old. Crush daam to throne 
due to protest get a new one. On your own. 
Anniversay sides of count of chembolde. I gave up 
the throne and fled England. Enact thus the 
government was successful and chal son came to an 
end. France key public adopted king to this heir of 
hellfire dusm not accepted but lain of alion’s lu king 
is redesigned for philip.



*Result of French 1830 
Revolution                    There was a change of authority in the prince. 

Places of family of baban prasa. But arlians part was established. 
Lu the philip of france not as governments, but governments of 
the french community like this own. Wars on divine principles and 
not on moral principles. Democracy was established on the 
sanctioned constitution of the people.

                    The middle class won. The julie race won the middle 
class, eschewing the defects of the casetative declartion And the 
rule of the black and the angry guramen ended. It was this class 
who conducted the great kriti of 1/6 And that is exactly what 
grade 14 brought together the increasing impact of workers had 
defend kriti.  



                               It was this group that 
conducted the great work of 1789 And it was 
this group. He had protected me. The last 
word from the beer of 1815 to 1830. This 
class’s interest will be maintained by the 
expert group of people. The paper became a 
waste so the middle class came up, puna 
strangers. Was active in the defence of. He 
made rectionary regimes forced to flee and 
flatter the enchanting darg And the 
government’s accession to its story.



                                 An emergency to 
the chain mechanisam to effect on 
certain yarp And then I reched her. 
This cryoti democratic movement 
pervaded Europe. He was encouraged. 
Probably the most important thing is : 
Wide range of matriarniches defeat. 
Qkati paved the way for religious 
freedom, equality. 



Thenkyou for watching

*The End


